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SUMMARY

Nestled amongst wonderful wine regions, the Lot et Garonne is gorgeous – 
particularly in June. With wild flowers, field of sunflowers and beautiful 
medieval towns as a backdrop, it really is a corner of heaven. 

Le Seguinet have teamed up with Nick Logan to provide a wonderful opportunity to learn 
about art and painting whilst enjoying the delights of rural France.

Who would enjoy it? – Anyone who has an interest in art and painting, enjoying 
food, wine and beautiful, historic and peaceful surroundings. 

These holidays are perfect for solo travellers and couples / groups of friends
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When will it be? Arrive on Sunday 31st May 2020 and the fun starts Sunday 
evening. You will make your own way to Le Seguinet – we can pick you up from 
local airports and train stations if you are not driving. 

Dates  - Sunday 31st May 2020 to Saturday 6th June 2020 

Art classes commence Monday finishing with a small exhibition on the final 
Friday evening.  

What is included?

 On-site accommodation and half board at Le 
Seguinet – an authentic French Manoir with 
beautifully converted outbuildings, swimming 
pools and grounds. 

 Breakfast and Dinner provided each day. We 
will usually be out and about for lunch in local 
villages and market towns. There are extensive 
self catering facilities on site if you prefer to 
self cater. 

 Evening meals will either be in local restaurants – 
specially chosen for their atmosphere and quality of 
local cuisine and wines, or at home at the Manoir – prepared by the amazing Tas.  



 18 acres of beautiful grounds for you to enjoy in your spare time.

 A fantastic area, full of things to do for a non- painter lover too!

 All transportation provided (if required) to painting locations and local 
towns and villages inclusive within the holiday price. 

 The holidays are aimed at immersing you in French life and culture with 
the reassurance of English speaking guides and hosts. 

  We will visit local chateaux and other exquisite mediaeval towns and 
villages, ideal for painting composition.
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Nicholas Logan – our tutor for 2020 – “Nick”

Nick acquired his BA (Hons) in Fine Art - Drawing and Painting at the world 
famous Glasgow School of Art in 2003, with a sell-out degree show.
 
The same year, he received the NS MacFarlane Charitable Trust Award (RGI) 
and was also short-listed for the DLA Award (Sarah Myerscough).
The following year, he served on the Board of Governors for Glasgow School of 
Art and also began working as a full time artist, with a studio next to Peter 
Howson, in the west end of Glasgow.
 
There were solo shows in London and Edinburgh (both in association with
Sarah Mysercough), and exhibitions, several of which were sell-outs, at the
AAF, Battersea, Glasgow Art Fair, Glasgow School of Art, Glasgow Art Club, 
many galleries across Scotland, plus the Collyer-Bristow and the Air Gallery, 
both in London. 

He stopped painting in 2007, due to ill health (problems with his sight - not 
good news for a painter!) but started again in 2011, having moved to Solihull.

He was approached by Julie Hyde (Founder of COEA) and began their first oil 
painting class.  This quickly turned into 2 oil painting classes, a drawing class 
and a regular monthly workshop. There was a stint teaching at Solihull 
College, before Nick decided to set up his own classes. 

He was also invited to teach life drawing in Stratford, by Michael Culverwell 
(President of Stratford Art Society), as well as in Birmingham.
 
He currently lives and works in Solihull as a full-time tutor, teaching multiple 
weekly classes and workshops in Solihull, Birmingham and Stratford-upon-Avon.
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Extras
All necessary painting materials are provided by Nick. 

Palette – the tear off palettes are handy for out and about, they can slot into the 
bottom of pochade boxes or be held.  Some people like the stay wet palettes, 
especially in hotter temperatures.

Camera/iPad/phone – great for snapping reference when out and about. There 
will be a small printer that can connect directly so if you would like to paint from a 
photo whilst back on site that is an option.

Rucksack – not a necessity but the simplest easiest way to carry bits around.

Hat!! - if it’s anything like last the year the sun is up and hot early, lots of shade, 
sunscreen hats and water please!!!

Jam jars – there are plenty of jams jars on hand

Rags – There will be a big pile of rags to take from

Plastic bags – for rubbish, wet rags etc

Kitchen roll - always a useful addition, easily sorted when there

Taking your own water bottle to drink from and use for painting is easily forgotten. 
Easiest is just a plastic bottle from supermarket when there.

Accommodation

You will all be housed in the main Manoir. 

It’s big, light and generally nice and cool with beautiful rooms.

There are three separate lounge areas. A very large and well equipped kitchen 
with table and seating, as well as a smaller dining area next door.

A very large patio with swimming pool and large outdoor eating area where 
most meals are held.

There are roughly 18 acres of land, various other buildings and lots of water in 
various forms. 
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Food

There will be a very brief informal meet to discuss the below:

Breakfast is provided with a variety of help yourself options.

Lunch is self-catered.  

We found this worked much better as people generally liked to do their own 
thing in between the morning painting session and the afternoon session. It 
allows people to eat when they want and if we eat lunch whilst out and about it 
keeps things simple.

Regards shopping for personal food there is a small mini market just down the 
road in the nearby Village of Saint Front, a 5 minute walk. This is fairly basic but 
has enough to get by on. 

Outside of that, the nearest large supermarket is 10 minute drive or so.  Martyn 
and Tas will be on hand to place orders with for those that may not have access 
to transport etc.  We have found it to be very a communal atmosphere regards 
shopping and food so please don’t worry that will not be able to get supplies 
etc...we will look after you!!

It made sense that some food and drink was bought communally e.g. butter, 
milk etc. (even communal alcohol) for this we suggest that there is a group 
kitty, and those who want in contribute a set amount at the beginning.  We 
suggest that this kitty is left out in the kitchen for all to see and that any 
receipts are kept next to it for those that would like to view.  Of course some 
people may want to opt out of communal shopping.

Whilst breakfast and dinner is provided obviously the lines get a little blurry 
with communal food being brought to the table, especially at breakfast. We 
hope that you understand the nature of the food situation being a little bit fluid 
(excuse the pun!!) in the way it operates.

A full dinner is always provided at the end of the day and weather allowing 
eaten by the pool on the patio; it generally makes for a lovely way to round off 
the day.

You are on holiday, so we don’t want you getting caught up to much in the 
upkeep of the communal areas, especially the kitchen and washing up.  
However we would appreciate the odd hand with people popping their own 
plates etc. in the dishwasher from breakfast and lunch and washing up anything 
used during lunch prep etc. and generally keeping the place clean and tidy.
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During your stay please do say if there’s any issues that come up and we will be 
more than happy to address them.

Format (rough guide)

9am onwards - breakfast available
10am – 1pm morning painting session
3 – 6.30 (ish) afternoon session
7.30 Dinner

Rough itinerary, weather dependent:

Monday

Warm up day on which we stay in the grounds and paint. 

There’s so much fantastic painting to be down on the grounds alone and this is 
a great gentle day to get into things, get settled and get used to painting 
outside. There will be a couple of small demonstrations and we will cover the 
basics to get people started.

We will end the day with a wander around the nearby village discussing what to 
look for in a subject when out and about.  Also a great opportunity to snap 
some reference photos if you wish to work from these at a later date. 

Tuesday
Morning
Painting session on the grounds

Afternoon

We have scrapped the non-painting afternoon in favour of a relaxed tour of the 
surrounding area from Martyn the host.  Often non-painters like to join us, and 
as a result we may go in multiple cars.  However if numbers wise this doesn't 
work we have access to a minibus.  

This is part local tour, part sussing a few site options for the following days and 
of course snapping some reference doesn’t harm either.  The tour ends with a 
drink in the beautiful hill top town of Monpazier, then back time in time for 
dinner.
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Wednesday

Morning

A trip out to local Medieval Church and lovely village of Besse. A great place to 
paint and sketch a variety of subject matter.

Afternoon

Lunch out at either Besse or nearby larger town
Depending on the general feeling the afternoon will be spent sketching and 
painting in the town after lunch, or if people wish back to base for an afternoon 
painting session there. Or a mixture of both.

Thursday

Morning

Trip out to Monpazier. As mentioned above this is a classic French Bastide Town 
up high with wonderful views all around. There is endless subject matter of all 
sorts from people in the main square and sunlit streets to the stunning 
landscape surrounds.

Afternoon

Plenty of places to take lunch and a breather.  The afternoon session tends to 
be a little slower paced.  There’s plenty of shade under the arches in this town 
with plenty of places to sit discreetly and paint/sketch. 

So all in all a lovely place to spend the majority of a day.  We will play it slightly 
by ear on when we pack up and return to base.  The day generally seems to 
reach a natural conclusion for most people...so may be a quick drink to round 
off then back to base for a relax before dinner.

Friday

By this point most people are happy to spend the final day back on the grounds 
either painting from life or using photos taken during the week.

For those of you that may want to get out and about still setting up 5 minutes 
down the road in the village is a great place to paint also...and of course I’ll 
doing the rounds for one-on-one tuition where ever you end up.  
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So I think that’s basically it. 

It’s all fairly flexible around weather and the group.

If there’s any point of the week where you would like to stay on grounds rather 
than come out, that’s absolutely fine. We can take a look at what you have done 
once I return.  

...and if any of you are feeling a bit nervous about painting out and about, 
please don’t be! 

It is great fun and you can be as discreet and low key as you like, and set 
yourself up however you like. 

If you want to spend the entire time sipping wine in the sun whilst ding a bit of 
sketching...we won’t stop you!!

One last thing, all though the weather can vary, generally this time of year, 
June,  it can be very hot, so please pack accordingly and be prepared.  We have 
people who did not, and they did suffer for it!

All in all though we are aiming for relaxing time in a beautiful area, with plenty 
of painting and concentrated tuition to further your skills.

See you all soon

Nick & the gang at Le Seguinet
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Accommodation and Hosts

Le Seguinet

Le Seguinet is a 200 year old domaine 
(estate) in rural department of Lot et 
Garonne, in Aquitaine region of France. 

It comprises three lettable properties, The 
Manoir, the Coach House and the Millers 
Cottage - all uniquely stylised and furnished 
by Tasnim.

In restoring the properties Tas and Martyn have tried to remain true to French country style 
creating a relaxing and beautiful place for you to enjoy your stay. 

The 18 acre estate has lots of charming natural features with plenty of water around.  As 
well as two swimming pools, the property's boundary is defined by the small Briolance and 
Lemance rivers on two sides.  There is a mill race and mill house (formerly a forge that made 
cannonballs for Napoleon's armies) from which the waters flow into small well stocked 
fishing lake.

Prices, Booking Details and Travel

£995 per head if sharing an ensuite room

£895 per head if sharing a room and a shared family sized bathroom

£750 and £650 respectively if not participating in the classes.

To Book  - Bookings and queries please contact Tas or Martyn: 

seguinet@leseguinet.com   +44 7789 697 297

25% deposit required on booking 

Balance due 8 weeks before course 

Optional early arrival (or stay on for a few extra days) @ £85 per person per night B&B. 
Evening meals on request.

Address - Le Seguinet, Saint Front sur Lemance, Lot-et-Garonne, 47500, Aquitaine, France

Easiest airport to fly into is Bergerac.  For a small extra fee pickup from the airport can be 
arranged.
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There are plenty of things for the non-painter too as well as Seguinet itself being an amazing 
place to relax and enjoy!

For any queries regards accommodation, the area and other activities etc. please feel free 
to contact Martyn or Tas at the details above.  

For art queries don't hesitate to get in touch with Nick.

info@nicklogan.co.uk

Phone : 

Thank you for taking the time to read through this and we look forward to hearing from you.


